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The vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) provides an amenable
model of learning and memory. Neurons from the Area
II nucleus of goldfish are necessary for VOR plasticity,
carrying an efferent copy of the eye velocity motor com-
mand to the cerebellum. Recently we introduced a novel
sensitivity analysis method [1] to quantify how dendritic
morphology and intrinsic electrical parameters affect
neuronal function. This approach also allows precise
combinations of active conductances to be predicted
that can compensate for a given morphologic change to
restore normal function. Here we have extended our
method to analyze interactions between explicit pairs of
parameters. We reconstructed the morphology and built
multi-compartment models of three distinct Area II
neurons, followed by an automated parameter optimiza-
tion to fit each model to a single set of physiological
data. Using partial least squares regression to identify
sensitivity trends globally across the space of active and
morphologic parameters, neuronal outputs relevant to
eye velocity integration were found to be driven largely
by intracellular calcium concentration near the soma,
and voltage attenuation in distal dendrites. We then
analyzed the second order sensitivity matrices (Hessians)
of perisomatic calcium concentration and distal voltage
attenuation, for each morphologic model at two dispa-
rate points in parameter space. The results identified
sensitive directions, precise combinations of electrical
and morphologic parameters that varied output the
most, and robust directions that varied output the least.
Perturbing the model along the sensitive direction of
distal voltage attenuation, which minimally changed
perisomatic calcium concentration, was sufficient to
induce functional changes that might underlie vestibular
plasticity paradigms. Yet, even large perturbations along
the robust direction of distal voltage attenuation had lit-
tle effect on functional output. Our results show that
specific, subtle changes of morphology and conduc-
tances in the dendrites are sufficient to alter the range
of a neuron’s firing dynamics. We propose that dendritic
morphology plays a significant role in determining the
functional flexibility, or robustness, of a neuron.
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